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Edgar Cayce Guide to Gemstones, Minerals, Metals, and
More
Tourmaline Gemstones - A Collection of Historical Articles
on the Origins, Structure and Properties of Tourmaline
Gemstones is the first attempt in English to bring together the
geological, mineralogical and gemmological developments that have
taken place during the last thirty years. Though there have been many
gemstone books published in that time, most have been concerned,
understandably and rightly, with the science of gem testing and have
covered that area very well. Details of the geological occurrence of
many of the classic gemstones, and of nearly all those which have only
recently been discovered, have been less adequately dealt with.
Coverage has been restricted to a number of papers in a wide variety of
geological and mineralogical journals. Gemstones hopes to get the
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balance right. In the preparation of the book all the journals and
monographs in the field have been consulted so that the book should
stand for some years as the authority to which gemmologists and others
turn in the first instance. Ease of reference and depth of coverage make
Gemstones both a reference book and a bench book. Acknow
ledgements I am grateful to Brian Jackson of the Department of
Geology, Royal Museums of Scotland who read the manuscript and
painstakingly indicated places where amendment or alteration was
needed. I am also grateful to the publishers of the books on which the
line illustrations are based. The colour plates present in the book derive
from a number of sources, which I would like to acknowledge as follows.
Plates 1, 4-15 and 17 Crown copyright reserved.

Gems and Gemstones
Gemstones
Have you ever fallen in love with a ring or necklace? Perhaps there's a
reason! Gems and crystals have metaphysical and healing qualities that
can support you physically, emotionally, and spiritually. This innovative
guide will help you choose a piece of jewelry ideal for your unique life
path. Diamonds enhance your creativity. Rubies teach us about love.
Opals fuel intuition and offer healing. Which stones are right for you?
Shakti Carola Navran offers a thorough introduction to astrology to help
you identify the challenges and spiritual needs evident in your birth
chart. A detailed list of sixty-four gems and crystals—with full-color
photos of polished stones and finished jewelry—makes it easy to find
the minerals that can balance these conflicting energies. You'll learn
how to "program" your stone with joy, peace of mind, self-confidence, or
any other quality. There's also helpful information for choosing the form
(ring, earrings, or necklace), selecting the metal setting, and
incorporating symbols into your unique piece of jewelry.

Jewelry & Gems
The first section - 'The World of Gems' - contains information on gem
formation, mining, crystal structure, and both the optical and physical
properties of gemstones. Other useful topics include the diamond
industry, fashioning and cutting, imitation and synthetic stones, and
gem enhancement, as well as information on buying gemstsones and
diamonds, the history of gems, famous diamonds, and how to care for
gems. A colour key is included to help identification, organized by broad
colour ranges (yellow to brown, red to pink, blue to violet, green,
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colourless, white, black and iridescent).The second section - 'Gems of
the World' - provides an in-depth description of each gem. Organized by
chemical composition and grouped in a logical classification scheme,
each gem has its own full-page or double-page entry. As well as the raw
crystal, other photos and artworks show the preferred cuts and beautiful
examples of jewellery made from the gem.The explanatory text
provides information about the conditions under which the gem is
formed, where it is mined and its physical properties. It also details the
history and folklore attached to each gem, its significance as a jewel,
key features to look for, and where the finest examples are found. Each
entry is accompanied by a ready-reference fact box featuring key
information about the gem, including its refractive index, relative
density and hardness rating.A series of maps identify the most
important gem locations in the world.Philip's Gems of the World will
appeal both to students of gemmology and to the thousands of buyers,
dealers and collectors who need an accessible yet comprehensive guide
to the world's gemstones.

The Healing Power of Gemstones
Gemstones: A Thai Love Story presents an essential reference guide to
the world of Thai gems, for every level of interest. In four beautifully
illustrated sections, the book furnishes buyers with all they need to
know about buying gems in Thailand, in an easy-to-read format, set in a
context of Thai history and culture. The buyer's guide is designed to cut
through the complex process of gem identification and authentication.
Each gem is described precisely, highlighting its distinguishing
characteristics and variations, as well as its man-made imitators. The
guide also acquaints readers with the history and origin of each gem
and provides useful tips on how to make a good purchase, and look
after the gem subsequent to purchase. An introduction to the Thai gem
manufacturing process and key markets gives the layman some insight
into the gem industry in Thailand, and the intricacies of gem trading,
equipping the reader with the knowledge he requires when he visits one
of the most exciting gem markets of the world. Finally, a concise
glossary gives understanding of the technical terms used within the
book.

Tropical Gemstones
Gemstones are made from rare crystals which are mined throughout the
w•orld for their beauty and their value. Some gemstones also have
special properties which make them ideal for use in manufacturing.
Contents: what are gemstones ? | gems from the earth
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The 12 Gemstones of Revelation
A visual identification guide to gemstones provides a concise description
of each stone, photographs that highlight characteristics and
distinguishing features, and general information on where gemstones
are found and their natural properties

A Text-Book of Precious Stones for Jewelers and the GemLoving Public
The Gem Hunter
Describes the history of the mining and uses of precious stones and
discusses scientific research into the formation and properties of gems

Gem and Stone
Mark Branson has achieved what every gem dealer dreams of. He is on
the scene at the time and place of a major gem strike. In this case, the
place is Zambia just as a major cache of emeralds has been unearthed.
Branson, the gem buyer for a small London firm, manages to purchase a
king's ransom in rough emerald crystals, but to hold on to them and get
them out of the country, Branson must navigate his way through a
series of obstacles including greedy politicians, sadistic military men
and a grasping Indian gem dealer .

Gemstones and the Environment
Gemstones
"Gems and Gemstones" features nearly 300 color images of cut gems,
precious and semiprecious stones, gem-quality mineral specimens, and
fine jewelry to be unveiled in the new Grainger Hall of Gems at the Field
Museum in Chicago.

A Guide to Finding Gemstones, Gold, Minerals & Rocks
Beryl Gemstones - A Collection of Historical Articles on the
Varieties, Origins and Properties of Beryl
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Partial Contents: Getting to Know Gems; Diamonds; Colored Gemstones;
Important Advice Before You Buy, and more. Appendixes: Selected List
of Gem Identification Labs, National plus State Jewelry Associations.
Index. 9 full-color plates. 100+ black and white illustrations.

Gemstones
A lavishly illustrated survey of the history and uses of popular
gemstones offers descriptions and insights into their chemical
compositions, outlining the methods by which grading, market values,
and authenticity are established.

Artificial Gemstones
This is the most comprehensive guide to the chemical and subtle nature
of gemstones and their use throughout history. Johari includes detailed
instructions for the creation of gem talismans and the rituals
surrounding the use of gems to obtain desired effects. He also uses
Hindu astrology to explain the gems you should wear to maximize your
physical and psychological well-being. New edition of a popular classic.
This is the first book in this subject area to draw on the ancient Hindu
sciences of Tantra, Ayurvedic medicine, and astrology, as well as on the
author's own family tradition of gemology.

Gemstones
The psychic readings of Edgar Cayce contained insightful information
about the properties and value of a variety of gems, stones, minerals,
and other elements. Author Shelley Kaehr, Ph.D., whose own
background included the study of gemstones, examines this material by
delving into the history and makeup of these magical substances so
often mentioned by Cayce. In her book, Kaehr shares with us the
wonders of the mineral kingdom, and how and why each stone or
mineral is different and reacts differently to various people. Includes an
intuitive self-discovery process to finding out which of these powerful
minerals works best for you.

Jewelry & Gems for Self-discovery
This book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before.
The content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to
a modern audience. Carefully selecting the best articles from our
collection we have compiled a series of historical and informative
publications on the subjects of gemology and crystallography. The titles
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in this range include "Gemstone Manufacturing" "The Optical Properties
of Gemstones and Crystals" "The Thirty-Two Classes of Crystal
Symmetry" and many more. Each publication has been professionally
curated and includes all details on the original source material. This
particular instalment, "Tourmaline Gemstones" contains information on
their properties, origins, structure and much more. Intended to illustrate
the main features of tourmaline it is a comprehensive guide for anyone
wishing to obtain a general knowledge of the subject and to understand
the field in its historical context. We are republishing these classic works
in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.

Gemstones
Provides detailed information regarding the physical characteristics and
unique traits of more than 1,800 precious and semiprecious stones, as
well as discussing gemstone structure, production, name origin, and
symbolism.

Gemstones
"A drop dead gorgeous collection of photography of gemstones and
minerals from Polaroid Notes and Instant Love author Jen Altman. A
visual treat for the gem, crystal, and mineral enthusiast--whether
traditional or recent--this volume features extreme close-ups
showcasing the visual splendor of the stones accompanied by a brief
textual portrait of the stone, including geological, metaphysical, and
historical details"--

Gemstones
Completely revised and expanded with 10 new chapters: Jade /
Demantoid Garnet / Natural Nacreous Pearls / Conch Pearls / Sunstone /
Moonstone / Peridot / Cobalt Blue Spinel / Red -Pink Spinel / Golconda
(Type IIa) Diamonds. Five new introductory essay: Blue-white diamonds
/ Jadeite / Natural Pearls / Spinel / Feldspars. Plus 165 color photographs
(50 additional) which include exclusive images from major museum
collections and the latest auction market icons. The definitive book for
anyone wanting to learn how the best gemologists in the world evaluate
precious gems, and what makes one stone merely a good stone versus
a truly fabulous museum quality gem. The author, Richard Wise, is one
of the world's foremost gemologists.

Man-made Gemstones
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Learn to identify gemstones in and for jewelry with this must-have
guide! Packed with fascinating gemological details and up-to-date
information on more than 70 of the most exquisite gemstones,
Gemstones is the reference guide you need to identify a variety of
gems. Join leading expert Judith Crowe as she shares: • Accurate
information on how to identify gemstones and how the gem trade
operates so you can buy with confidence. • Detailed information on the
treatments, imitations, pricing, cuts, sources, and gem appraisals. •
Covers the common pitfalls in identifying stones and clarifies areas of
confusion and misidentification. • Practical gemological information on
colored gemstones, diamonds, and organic gems. Plus historical context
for those buying and selling antique and vintage gem-set jewelry.
Jewelers and designer goldsmiths, lapidaries and gem cutters, stone
setters, gemologists, geologists, or anyone interested in gemstones and
gem-set jewelry, Gemstones has the information you're looking for.

The gem merchant
A richly illustrated guide to the gemstones of the world Gemstones have
been a source of delight and fascination for thousands of years, from
the icy brilliance of diamond and the soft iridescence of pearl to tough
jade gems once used in weapons and pink topaz that was popular in
Victorian jewelry. This book covers every known type of gemstone,
exploring each one’s unique beauty, rarity, and durability. It reveals how
gems form, where they are found and mined, how to identify them, and
more. With sumptuous color photos throughout, Gemstones offers
dazzling insights into the world of the rare and the valuable. Covers
every kind of gemstone known to exist Features a wealth of beautiful,
full-color photos Discusses the natural history of gemstones and their
physical and chemical properties Explains how to distinguish the real
from the fake Discusses cutting and polishing techniques and their use
in adornment throughout history Includes invaluable identification tips

Healing Crystals
This book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before.
The content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to
a modern audience. Carefully selecting the best articles from our
collection we have compiled a series of historical and informative
publications on the subjects of gemology and crystallography. The titles
in this range include "Gemstone Manufacturing" "The Optical Properties
of Gemstones and Crystals" "The Thirty-Two Classes of Crystal
Symmetry" and many more. Each publication has been professionally
curated and includes all details on the original source material. This
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particular instalment, "Garnet Gemstones" contains information on their
properties, origins, structure and much more. Intended to illustrate the
main features of garnet it is a comprehensive guide for anyone wishing
to obtain a general knowledge of the subject and to understand the field
in its historical context. We are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.

Gemstones (Collins Gem)
Learn the essentials of Asian gemestones with this useful and portable
reference book. Gemstones, both mythical and real, are deeply
embedded in the arts, religions and cultures of Asia. This handy pocket
guide provides an excellent introduction to the full range of superb
gemstones mined and processed in the region, their physical
characteristics, historical importance and countries of origin. Stunning
color photographs and informative text by noted writer on gemstones
Carol Clark, will delight both gem collectors and lovers of fine jewelry
alike. Tropical Gemstones are practical field guides, useful for
identifying various natural objects ranging from plants and animals to
gemstones and seashells. Each page of each title throughout the series
is filled with clear, precise photographs and informative text. Scientific
and local language names are given.

Gemstones
This book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before.
The content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to
a modern audience. Carefully selecting the best articles from our
collection we have compiled a series of historical and informative
publications on the subjects of gemology and crystallography. The titles
in this range include "Gemstone Manufacturing" "The Optical Properties
of Gemstones and Crystals" "The Thirty-Two Classes of Crystal
Symmetry" and many more. Each publication has been professionally
curated and includes all details on the original source material. This
particular instalment, "Artificial Gemstones" contains information on
their identification, production and much more. Intended to illustrate
the main features of artificial gemstones it is a comprehensive guide for
anyone wishing to obtain a general knowledge of the subject and to
understand the field in its historical context. We are republishing these
classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.

Colored Gemstones
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Follow in the footsteps of successful gem and gold hunters and search
the hills for rough diamonds, colored gemstones, lapidary minerals,
precious metals and interesting minerals and rocks. Written for the
geoscientist, prospector and rockhound; the first part of the book
focuses on physical characteristics of gems and minerals. This is
supplemented with the second part of the book that describes dozens
upon dozens of colored gem, diamond, gold, mineral and rock localities
using the Public Land Survey System and GPS coordinates so the reader
can visit these sites on a home computer with aerial and satellite
imagery to gain an understanding of what to look for in the field. With
these same coordinates, the reader can visit some occurrences,
deposits and areas suggested for prospecting to further their gem
hunter prospecting education and potentially lead to new discoveries.
Now you can learn what to look for when searching for Mother Nature's
treasure.

Gemstones of the World
A handy guide identifying over 170 types of the world’s gemstones with
beautiful colour photography taken from the Smithsonian Institution’s
archives.

The Gem Merchant - How to Be One - How to Deal with
One
All the important information about 555 healing gemstones in a neat
pocket-book! Though it may appear small, it encompasses the contents
of a whole encyclopedia. This 2nd updated edition is based on new
findings in mineralogy and new experiences and research results in the
field of gem therapy, including information for an additional 125 crystals
not present in the 1st edition, some of which that have been discovered
in recent years. With Healing Crystals Michael Gienger presents a
comprehensive directory of all the gemstones currently in use in crystal
healing. Clear, concise and precise in style, with photographs of each of
the crystals accompanying the text, he describes the characteristics and
healing functions of each crystal.

The Gem Merchants
This book gives you all the information you need to buy, collect, sell or
simply enjoy sapphires, emeralds, rubies and other coloured gemstones
with confidence and knowledge. With more varieties than ever before to
choose from, including altogether new gems, revolutionary new cuts
and new ways to buy gems -- such as Internet auctions and TV shopping
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-- there has never been a more exciting time to buy or collect coloured
gemstones. But there are also new high-tech treatments and
sophisticated frauds to look out for. Lack of information, error or
misrepresentation can make the thrill of buying a gem or piece of
jewellery confusing, intimidating, overwhelming and costly. Buyers need
a source of expert guidance. This practical, comprehensive, easy-tounderstand guide provides all the information you need in order to know
what to look for, and what to look out for, including: What qualifies as a
"gemstone"?; How to evaluate colour -- and its impact on price;
Deciding between a natural gem and an enhanced gem . . . and new
glass-gemstone compositions; Coloured gemstone synthesis and
treatment; What to get in writing; How to get what you want within your
budget; Price guides for popular gems, opals and synthetic stones;
Important information about buying on the Internet; What to ask when
buying the stone . . . and much more! Written by an "insider", this easyto-read guide is the "unofficial coloured gemstone bible" for anyone who
wants to get the most for their money and enjoy what they have
purchased.

The Power of Gemstones
This is the story of one man's endeavor to discover precious gems and
to lead a life filled with loyal friends and extraordinary adventures. He
finds it all in the Hindu Kush region of Afghanistan but not without
risking his life. In this book Gary W. Bowersox spins his tales of thirty
two years of discovery both introspective and worldwide. Along the way
he encounters danger and intrigue as he builds lasting friendships. He
has traded gems and stories with Afghan miners, ethnic peoples,
freedom fighters, government officials, scientist, and on a few
occasions, international spies.

Impact of the Involvement of Thai Gem Traders in Sri
Lanka's Gem Industry
This title is now in paperback for the first time.Artificial gemstones have
been well established in the trade for some time, but now, following
further refinements in their manufacture, gemmologists worldwide are
facing increasing problems with identification.Today, gem-quality
synthetic diamonds, once deemed impossible to produce, are becoming
widely available, and, moreover, it is possible to create almost any
major gemstone in whatever colour is desired. Then, too, the growth of
diamonds by chemical vapour deposition is destined to present further
problems. The synthetic products of the past, particularly of the 1960s,
are still available, and are puzzling the newer generations of
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gemmologists who have not encountered them previously.In "Artificial
Gemstones", Michael O'Donoghue provides the definitive guide to the
various manmade substitutes thus enabling anyone handling gems to
identify them accurately. Starting with the theory of synthetic gem
manufacture and an explanation of the production methods used for
growing and/or improving crystals - with their ornamental application the book moves on to list and identify the materials themselves. Some
of these have natural counterparts; others are new minerals and do not
occur in nature. The author lists the identifying internal and external
features and tests, and the book contains colour illustrations to display
the inclusions found in transparent materials. The book is completed by
an extensive bibliography and a useful appendix of trade
names.Gemmologists, gem dealers, lapidaries, curators, amateurs and
students of gemmology and mineralogy will all find this an indispensable
addition to their bookshelves.

Garnet Gemstones - A Collection of Historical Articles on
the Origins, Structure and Properties of Garnet
Just as all of creation speaks of our Creator, the study of Revelation s
gemstone wall can reveal important truths needed for our journey
towards spiritual maturity in the kingdom of God. Each of the twelve
stones represent twelve very distinct areas of focus of which God may
be addressing in our lives as we move closer to fulfilling His dreams for
each of us. With reports of heavenly gemstones appearing in regions all
over the world, the book, The 12 Gemstones of Revelation helps us
discover what message these stones might be bringing to this
generation, to this world, and most importantly, to our hearts.

Shakespeare's Gemstones
Provides detailed information regarding the physical characteristics and
unique traits of more than eighteen hundred precious and semiprecious
stones, as well as discussing gemstone structure, production, name
origin, and symbolism.

Artificial Gemstones - A Collection of Historical Articles on
the Production of Synthetic Gemstones
A concise, intriguing compilation describing both the physical & mythical
properties of gemstones. Notes, among other things, that rubies &
sapphires are different colors of the mineral corundum Viking mariners
used thin slices of the gem iolite to help determine the true position of
the sun on cloudy days The Chinese have a legend that pearls fall to the
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earth as rain when dragons fight in the sky Scandinavian women wore
opals in their hair to prevent the blond locks from turning gray.
Organized alphabetically, covering most precious stones from agate to
zircon. Sections devoted to each stone's history, legends from different
parts of the world & its color varieties. Gems are rated for hardness &
durability. Birthstones & anniversary gemstones are listed. Describes
the process by which gems are excavated, graded & turned into jewelry;
explains the technical descriptions of a stone's physical characteristics;
& discusses the magical connotations applied to many gems.
GEMSTONES: BEAUTY, LORE & FASCINATION is available through
Intarsia Press, 14176 NE Woodinville-Duvall Rd., Woodinville, WA 98072.
(206) 485-0625.

Secrets of the Gem Trade
Discusses the origins of precious stones, the gems of Sri Lanka,
lapidaries, various types of stones and their history, and gemstone lore,
accompanied by five semi-precious stone samples

Philip's Gems of the World
"See what Gems & Gemology - The Magazine of the Gemological
Institute of America - has to say about The Gem Merchant" Every retail
jeweler, manufacturer, and gemologist should read this book* What is
the "REAL" price?* How could I get a break on the price of that stone?*
Is the gem with more green or more yellow in it worth more?* Is that
gem merchant treating me fairly?* How can a jeweler sell more highprofit colored stone jewelry and tie up less capital?These are some of
the questions answered and some of the secrets revealed by this
famous gem merchant/cutter and author. If you have asked questions
like these and found evasiveness or silence as your reply, you should
read this book.This book is not just a "must for gem merchants,
gemologists and appraisers; it is a book particularly for the jeweler who
want to make more money with colored stones, and for gem lovers in
general. What people in the trade say about this book: "This is
unquestionably the best book on "How to Buy and Sell Gems". Although
David has been my long time buying agent for Brazilian stones this book
helped me make even more money from the gem business."--Richard
Wise, G.G., jeweler and author of "Secrets of the Gem Trade" "I wouldn't
have known how to locate or even define my market without this book
and Mr. Epstein's help. I entered the business with no friends or
relatives in the trade. There was no one to help." -Gerard Walsh,
F.G.A.A., Sydney, Australia "Whether you are a jeweler, experienced
gem merchant or a beginner, this book shows you how to avoid serious
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pitfalls and how to be successful buying and sell¬ing gems."-Bryan
Pavlik, Ambassador to Austriafrom the International Colored Stone
Association "I had taken a gemological course in Antwerp but knew
nothing about how gems were bought and sold. There is no doubt that
David Epstein and his book "The Gem Merchant" made the
difference."--Marco Minafra, Catania, Italy "When I started as a gem
merchant I had success, but not enough to do it full time. After David let
me in on the secrets revealed in this book my business got to the point
where it is a successful full time business." --Joe DeCristoforo, New York,
USA "We are an AGS, IJO store. Since my father started the store in
1929, we have always placed much emphasis on colored gems. David
Epstein and his book "The Gem Merchant" have helped our colored
stone sales and profit.--Louis Castiglione, Ph.D., G.G.A., Castaglione
Jewelers,Gloversville, New York, USAWhat trade magazines say about
this book: "For those interested in learning more about what it takes to
deal in gems."--National Jeweler "This book should be carefully read and
digested, by those involved in buying and selling gemstones, for advice
offered covers the broad spectra of buying and mar¬keting strategies
for gemstones and gem rough, survival tips on entering the gem¬stone
manufacturing industry, and a range of general information that could
be successfully applied to trading in gemstones. Importantly, the advice
offered is sensible, practical, honest, and straightforward."-Australian
Gemmologist "David Epstein is eminently qualified to write this book."
-Alice Keller, Editor-in-Chief, Gems and Gemology "This is a delightful
account of the difficulties to be borne in mind when setting up (or out)
as a peripatetic gem dealer. There is a good deal of common
sense."-Gemmological Association & Gem Testing Laboratory of Great
Britain

Gems and Jewels
This book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before.
The content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to
a modern audience. Carefully selecting the best articles from our
collection we have compiled a series of historical and informative
publications on the subjects of gemology and crystallography. The titles
in this range include "Gemstone Manufacturing" "The Optical Properties
of Gemstones and Crystals" "The Thirty-Two Classes of Crystal
Symmetry" and many more. Each publication has been professionally
curated and includes all details on the original source material. This
particular instalment, "Beryl Gemstones" contains information on their
properties, origins, varieties and much more. Intended to illustrate the
main features of beryl it is a comprehensive guide for anyone wishing to
obtain a general knowledge of the subject and to understand the field in
its historical context. We are republishing these classic works in
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affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.

Gemstones of the World
Deals with the superstition, facts and fables surrounding gemstones. A
new age look at some great rocks. Healings, Talismans, refracted light.
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